Subscription Training

Unlimited access to
effective training resources

Subscription Training provides institutions with unlimited access to ondemand and live virtual Brightspace platform training for their instructors and
administrators. This training solution enables institutions to scale the roll-out
of Brightspace and keep instructors up-to-date with the latest improvements.
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Key Benefits
Access training anywhere. With unlimited access to online training, instructors and
administrators can access training whenever and wherever is convenient for them.
• On-demand courses can be accessed at any time, so instructors can progress
through content at their own pace.
• Live virtual training allows instuctors to attend training sessions from
anywhere there’s an internet connection.

More training courses to meet your needs. Institutions have access to a rich course
catalogue, with content that can help instructors and administrators get started or
become power users.
• Tiered training approach makes it easy for instructors to identify which
courses match their skill level (Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced).
• Use-case specific content makes training contextual and relevant.

Get started with training right away. Instructors and administrators get immediate
access to our training courses, which means they can get up-and-running faster.
• Training content developed by D2L means institutions don’t have to carry
the burden of training instructors themselves, saving them time and resources.
• New courses constantly being developed allows instructors and
administrators access to new and timely product information.
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a common one-size-fits-all learning management system (LMS).
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It’s easier to use, more flexible, and smart. With Brightspace, you
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can personalize the experience for every learner to deliver real
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results. The company is also a world leader in learning analytics: its
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platform predicts learner performance so that you can take action
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in real time to keep them on track. Brightspace is used by learners
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in higher education, K–12, and the enterprise sector, including the
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Fortune 1000. D2L has operations in the United States, Canada,
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Europe, Australia, Brazil, and Singapore.
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